
Pros and Cons Sheet 

(include these if students do not bring these up) 

 

Method Type of information this is 

good for 

Pros Cons 

Surveys What they like and dislike 

What they need or don’t 

need 

What youth already know 

Basic ideas of how ppl feel 

Info that will help teachers 

understand 

 

Easy to understand 

Easy to refer back to 

answers 

Can easily see likes and 

dislikes 

Can translate into “facts” 

If on a computer, get instant 

results 

Answers might change 

depending on person’s mood 

Question might be 

understood differently than 

they way you planned 

Ppl may not complete it  

Some might think it’s too 

long 

Ppl can’t write own answers 

Might take too much time 

Best done on a computer 

Interviews Finding out reactions 

Find out point of view 

Find out how and what 

they think about 

community 

Find out from ppl other 

than youth 

Get to hear emotions 

through their voice 

You know exactly what is 

said 

There is more room to ask 

follow up questions 

There is room to explain if 

someone doesn’t understand 

the question 

Might say what they think 

they should answer 

Might act silly because it’s 

being recorded 

Might be too shy to answer 

Can’t record person’ 

expression 

Recorder might not work 

the way you want 

Need to transcribe all the 

information 

Takes a lot of time to do 

each interview 

Photovoice Find out stuff behind the 

scenes 

Gives examples/”proof” 

about the conditions 

Points out things others 

may not see 

Show what happens in real 

life 

 

Get to use a camera 

You can capture the 

moment 

Camera is portable 

Shows ppl what’s going on 

Helps people to picture 

things and get them on your 

side  

Can only take a picvture of 

one spot in time 

Quality of camera may not 

be good 

Would need to ask for 

permission and some people 

might say no 

Cameras could be expensive 

Ppl might not think it’s real 

research 

Videotaping Finding out their reactions 

to things 

Finding out how things can 

be changed 

 

Can see people’s reactions 

Can see what the person 

looks like 

Ppl might be shy 

Ppl might not say the truth 

because it’s on video 

Need lots of videocameras 

 

Round 

Table 

Focus 

Group 

Finding out similarities and 

differences between people 

Find out what things 

people agree and disagree 

on 

Can interview groups in the 

same neighborhood or grade 

more easily 

Can give people a chance to 

talk among themselves about 

an issue 

Can hear from lots of ppl at 

one time 

Finding a time when 

everyone can do it 

Ppl might feel uncomfortable 

talking in the group 

Need to be a strong 

facilitator to run the group 

 

 


